**DNP REQUIRED TEXTS FOR FALL 2016**

**Required reference text for all new DNP Students:**

  
  *New students are required to read this book prior to the start of the Fall 2016 Intensive*

**Core Courses**

**N8010 [410] Evidence-Based Practice I: The Nature of Evidence (Full time and part time students) [Allison, T.]**


**N8012 [412] Informatics for Scholarly Practice (Full time and part time students) [Sengstack]**


**N8014 [414] Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences (Full time students) [Gordon]**


**N8015 [420] Integrative Application of Evidence-Based Practice I (Part time students) [Watters]**

DNP REQUIRED TEXTS FOR FALL 2016


N8024 [424] Epidemiology *(Full time students)* [Kipp, Moore, Pitts]

**Required:**

N8032 [432] Health Care Economics and Finance *(Part time students)* [Jones, Watters]

**Required:**

*Optional:*


*NO REQUIRED TEXTS*

N8052 [452] Health Policy *(Full time students)* [Cull]


N8054 [454] Legal and Ethical Environment *(Full time students)* [Thomson-Smith]

N8095 [440] Integrative Application of Evidence-Based Practice III (Full time students) [Williams]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

ELECTIVES

N8060 [460A] Obesity and Weight Control Part 1: Biology, Physiology and Epidemiology [Silver]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8063 [463] Scholarly Writing I [Karp]

N8066 [466] Curriculum Strategies for Health Professional Education [Krau and Kennedy]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8067 [467] Educational Evaluation for Learning in the Health Professions [Krau and Kennedy]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8068 [468] Advanced Concepts in Nursing Education [Krau]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8069 [469] Lean Methodology in Healthcare [Crutcher and Leming-Lee]

N8080 [464] Independent Study [Staff]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS


Recommended